
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

28th June 2016 

 

Message from the Governors about feedback from parents in response to the 

updated Sudbourne School uniform letter 

  

The Governors have received feedback from a number of parents, following the 

announcement of a updated uniform policy, with 5 key themes emerging: 

  

1) Why do we need a new uniform - what is wrong with the old one - what is 

the ‘hidden' agenda? 

 

 The key driver for change was that the current school uniform was not ‘uniform', 

and the policy was open to very broad interpretation.  We have black, navy and 

grey bottoms being worn, with various polo shirts and shirts in navy, white, yellow 

and occasionally light blue.  Girls socks and tights are multiple different colours, 

as are shoes.  Whilst some children don the more traditional black leather school 

shoe, the reality is shoes actually range from football boots through walking 

boots, trainers and sandals.  They come in black, brown, navy and often red, gold 

and various other colours.   Whilst we have a Sudbourne sweat shirt - children 

come to school in various blue tops - including hoodies, zip up branded 

sweatshirts, v-necked jumpers, cardigans. 

 Why do we care…this makes life very easy for me as a parent – I value being able 
to put my child into a broad array of clothing, which I feel is comfortable and to 
hand, or that they ask to wear…? 

 Sadly, there are implications of having such a lax policy, which has room for 

personal interpretation.  We know that the staff regularly reported tears in the 

playground (mainly juniors) caused by kids being teased for being ’uncool’ or 

children arguing over what they think is the better style.  Teachers are 

frustrated by their inability to resolve these arguments, having no ability to 

regulate what is being worn to school - because the policy was so broad.    

 Tightening up what the children wear, and keeping the choices very simple, is 

great leveller and will ensure our kids are on an equal footing.  It may even, on 

occasions, help reduce arguments at home over what they want to wear that day! 

 Aside from creating an even platform for children at school, in terms of the 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

clothes they wear during school hours, we have a desire to create a clearer 

identity for Sudbourne Children - especially important in light of our hope to 

expand over two sites.   

 Whilst research has shown, that a distinct uniform can contribute to sense of 

belonging and pride in a school - from a practical perspective, it’s just plain easier 

to spot a child, for example on a school trip, when they all look very similar. 

 The uniform issue has been a discussion point for a number of years - we had 

hoped to time a more defined uniform policy when the expansion was formally 

approved - however, given we are still waiting for this to go ahead, we do not wish 

to wait yet another year before tightening up the policy.  

 

2) How exactly was the decision for the new uniform taken - why listen to the views 

of children and not their parents? 

 Once the Governors had agreed in principal to updated and clearer uniform policy, 

the Leadership team agreed to look for ideas from other primary schools both in 

terms of colour and style.  Any items on the list would need to be accessible, 

affordable, practical (as per Department of Education Guidelines).  We did not 

feel the need (nor were required by the DfE) to conduct a formal parental 

consultation - especially knowing that we would only consider mainstream uniform 

options which met guidelines - ultimately, everyone has their own opinion on what 

is the best colours and style so we were never going to make every parent happy 

with our choice. 

 What we did ask for was for the children to be involved in the decision.  The 

school council were actively involved.  They were presented with a short list of 

colour schemes and asked to select what they felt best represented the school - 

after a period of consultation, they came back to us to ask us to keep to the 

heritage Navy for the jumpers (the Leadership team were keen on light 

grey).    They shared their ideas (all based on recognised types of clothing worn 

for school uniform), at a number of school assemblies and the children were asked 

to vote on the various options. 

 Overall, there was a passion, among the children, for a smarter look, with a 

request for a shirt and tie.   We felt that shirts were unsuitable for the very 

young reception children so asked to keep the polo shirts for this age 

group.  Again we felt that ties would need to be optional for younger children, and 

be available on elastic for ease.  We turned down the request for blazers - being 

expensive, unpractical and difficult to store with our limited cloakroom 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

space.   The v-neck jumper was a practical decision based on being the most 

suitable option to wear with a shirt - and among the older children, a tie.   

 Please note:  The new school v-necked jumper will be available to order 

at reception, in the same way that you buy the current school sweatshirt…be 

affordable and of good quality - and most importantly have the same Sudbourne 

colourful school logo embroidered on it.  Please do not rush out to buy a plain v 

necked jumper before the new terms starts - the new school uniform jumpers will 

be available very soon and we will let you know as soon as the are in stock. 

 Finally, we were asked if school rucksacks could be included in the uniform, but 

again this was turned down for practical reasons around storage - most children, 

especially the infants only need a book bag - and this is easy to store in the 

classroom, whereas 30 rucksacks are not. 

3) Children need to be comfortable to learn - a formal button shirt and tie does 

not allow children to be children 

 Following your feedback, we are working with the EYSF and Stage 1 team to 

assess the relative suitability of a button up shirt for children in the 

EYSF1/infant classes - we may need to extend the option of polo shirts in the 

younger infant children but will feedback on that, following additional consultation 

and a discussion at our meeting later on Thursday. 

  

4)  It’s unclear if my daughter can wear a summer dress.  If not, why not? 

 In its current form the new uniform list does not include a summer dress. 

 The school leadership team and the School Council both felt very strongly that 

the new uniform should have as few variables as possible and make as few 

distinctions (gender stereotypes and inequalities) as possible, between boys and 

girls 

 The thinking was that in the hotter months (not that we seem to have had too 

many recently), children could all wear the same short sleeved shirts and select 

from either  a skirt, culottes or shorts - meaning they were all treated equally.   

 

5) The new uniform is going to make more work for me - I will need to iron shirts! 

 We considered this carefully before agreeing to a change.  Please don’t panic... 

thanks to modern technology things have moved on from when we were at school - 

there are now affordable, good quality, non-iron shirts (e.g. M&S) and standard 

poly-cotton options are very low maintenance -  a good shake out before drying or 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

tumble dryer on low/non-iron setting, seems to do the trick and there should be 

no need to iron…whilst we appreciate that some people love ironing and have time, 

others hate it or don’t have time - the proposed shirts should not cause any more 

burden than the current polo shirts.   

  

We welcome hearing parents views so please do get in touch with us via email 

at governors@sudbourne.com (or you can hand a letter to the school office addressed to 

the Governors) if you have any additional queries or concerns (over and above those 

mentioned) about the new uniform, by very end of day tomorrow (9pm).    A final decision 

on uniform will be announced after the Governors meeting (which is the following day - 

Thursday 30th June), during the first week of July. 

 

Many thanks for your support of what we wish to be a positive change. 

  

The Sudbourne Governors 
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